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AWARD CITATION 
Surname, name and middle name GUBA IVAN SEMYONOVICH

Rank Guards Jr. Lieutenant

Position and unit Aircraft navigator, 34 Guards “Tikhvin” Red 
Banner bomber aviation regiment.

is recommended for order “RED BANNER”

1. Birth year 1921

2. Nationality Ukrainian

3. Party membership None party member

4. In Red Army service since 1939

5. Participation in combat (where, when) In Patriotic war since 22.06.1941

6. Wounds and contusions None

7. Previous awards (reason) Medal “For Leningrad Defence”

8. Drafted by which induction station Regular troops

9. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 He has been participating directly in the combat missions of the Patriotic 
war since March 1943. In this period, he made 25 combat sorties with the 
missions of aerial bombardment, reconnaissance of the enemy troops and the 
enemy rear area, aerial photography. He is very eager to go to the missions and 
successful in their execution, exhibiting determination and persistence, courage 
and bravery.  

 On 09 June 1943, our aviation group delivered a strike at the enemy 
Siverskaya airfield. He finished the mission and released his bomb load despite 
intensive enemy anti-aircraft fire. The mission resulted in 15 enemy aircrafts 
being destroyed, one ammunition and one fuel depots exploded. The results are 
confirmed by the headquarters of the 13 Airforce and the escorting fighter pilots. 

 On 18 July 1943, he made 3 reconnaissance missions to the areas of 
Krasnogvardeisk, Sieverskaya, Vladimirskaya, Novo-Lisino, Tosno, Voitolovo. 
Despite the severe enemy anti-aircraft fire opposition from the ground, he 
remained calm and persistent. He fulfilled the missions and photographed the 
objectives, bringing back valuable intelligence, which allowed the Command to 
increase the combat efficiency of the strikes.

Red Banner 
08/VIII
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 On 19 July 1943, he flew a mission with the purpose of photographing the 
rail stations Novo-Lisino and Vladimirskaya with the subsequent bomb strike at 
these targets. He accomplished his mission: the targets were photographed and 
the released bombs destroyed the rail line and the station buildings, which was 
documented on the photographs. On 22 July 1943, he delivered a dive bomb 
attack at an enemy command centre near Voitolovo. Direct hits were registered. 
On 25 July 1943, in a group of 5 aircrafts, he bombarded the enemy forward line 
near Lobanovo. As the result of this mission, a bridge across Mga river was 
destroyed, direct hits to the buildings and the enemy artillery positions were 
registered. Powerful explosions followed and 2 fires were started. The results were 
confirmed by the escorting fighter pilots and the photographs. 
 On 27 July 1943, he flew as a leading pilot in a group of 2 aircrafts with a 
ground strike mission against the station Tosno. A direct hit to a train was 
registered, which resulted in 3 fires. Confirmed by the escorting fighter pilots. In 
the following attack against the Tosno station, this time as part of the squadron, 
an enemy field depot was destroyed, which was confirmed by the photographs. On 
29 and 30 July 1943, a group of 6 aircrafts delivered dive bomb strike against the 
enemy artillery positions near Sinyavino. The mission was accomplished. A direct 
hit was registered. Confirmed by the escorting fighter pilots.  
 For courage, persistence and bravery exhibited in the combat missions 
against the German invaders, he deserves state award - order “RED BANNER”. 

Commander of 34 Guards “Tikhvin” Red Banner bomber aviation regiment 
06 August 1943   Guards Lt. Colonel  signature  /KOLOKOLTSEV/  

II. Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves state award - “RED BANNER”

Commander of 276 bomber aviation division 
Major General of airforce signature /ANDREEV/

07 August 1943

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

He deserves order “RED BANNER”

Commissar of 13 Airforce  
signature

08 August 1943
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